We estimate the Hausdorff dimension of recurrent net fractals showing that it coincides with the box-counting dimension. This is done for geometric constructions in a complete metric space, generalizing well-known theorems about self-similar sets. In particular, it follows that what is really essential in the dimension estimates of self-similar sets are their metric features and not the dynamical ones.
Introduction and definitions
A great variety of fractals can be obtained through a process that is a direct generalization of the method of construction of the Cantor ternary set, see Mandelbrot [11] . By this method, the fractal set is viewed as the kernel of a geometric scheme defined recursively. Usually, the sets involved in the construction are compact subsets of a complete metric space Q, and the set obtained through this process is a compact, perfect subset of Q. In many cases it is totally disconnected and this is always the case when the compact sets forming the scheme are disjoint.
Most of studied cases of such constructions are those in which the geometric scheme is defined dynamically by a finite set of contractions, see Hutchinson [9] . In this framework the fractal is viewed as the attractor of a special dynamical system called Iterated Function System (IFS, in the sequel). For an account of this approach, see Barnsley and Demko [2] and, for consequential applications to fractal interpolation, see Barnsley [1] .
Successively, this setting was expanded in order to include in it the recurrent sets, by considering them as attractors of generalized orbits conceived as random walks. See Barnsley, Elton, and Hardin [3] and Bedford [4] .
A fractal set, generally, has a complicated structure at every scale and in some sense this geometrical complexity is represented by the dimension of the fractal.
Although there is no general agreement about the definition of the dimension of a fractal, the Hausdorff dimension and the box dimension can be considered the most widely used. The former is preferred because of its theoretical meaning, while the latter is used more often in concrete applications because it is easier to estimate.
In the dynamical setting, the dimension calculation has been performed by several authors inspired by Hutchinson's elegant treatment [9] . For an account of the technique involved, generalizations and improvements, the papers of Barnsley, Elton, and Hardin [3] , Bedford [5] , and Mauldin and Williams [12] , can be consulted.
These geometric constructions, which are defined dynamically by a finite set of maps, all share the characteristic properties of a net. According to Falconer [7] , we term net fractals those sets that are defined, not necessarily in a dynamical way, as intersections of sets belonging to a net.
In this note we consider recurrent net fractals whose scaling properties are approximated from below and from above in a simple and natural way. We show by elementary techniques, that for this type of fractals the Hausdorff dimension and the box dimension are equal estimating them from below and from above. Moreover, we are able to obtain well-known dimensions estimates in the dynamical setting, as a direct consequence of our geometric approach showing that what is really essential in the dimension calculation are the metric features of the fractal, not the dynamical. We have preferred to consider the setting in a general complete metric space ii, because the achievements obtained are immediately applicable to the hyperspace of Q, that is, to the space where the fractals "live." Moreover, we can achieve the results about the nonrecurrent case as a straightforward corollary.
We define a geometric scheme in (ii, d) with the help of a symbolic space.
Fixed, once at all a positive integer N we denote by ~LN the set of all infinite sequences, called indexes, i = (z'i, i-i, ... ) with ij £ {1, 2, ... , N} Vy. We put i\, ... , i" = i\n and say that i|« is a curtailed index.
Let M be a N x N matrix having as entries only the two numbers 0 and 1. Such a matrix is termed transition matrix. A transition matrix is called irreducible if there exists a positive integer k such that Mk > 0, that is, if all the entries of the matrix Mk are positive.
We will suppose throughout the paper that the matrix M is irreducible.
An element i of Z^ is said to be M-admissible if M¡jjj+I = 1 holds for all j £ N. An analogous definition holds for the curtailed indexes. We denote by Zj^ the set of all A/-admissible indexes of I.N .
In what follows, a property satisfied by a geometrical construction involving the space 1,N is often shared by an analogous construction involving the space Zj^ . When this happens, we use Z to denote both the symbolic spaces Z^ and ViV Let (fi, d) a complete metric space. A geometric scheme is a family {^i|n}iei indexed in the symbolic space Z, where for any curtailed index \\n , the set A-,\n is a not empty compact subset of fi, such that int(/4¡|") = A¡\", satisfying the following properties:
(i) int(Ai,"iit)nint(Ai|n,7) = 0 Vfc ¿j, Vi € ZN,' V». (1) (ii) ¿i.....,/",/", ÇAilt...,u V/eZ^V«.
(iii) lim"^ooc7(^(l,...,,") = 0 V/eZ".
From these conditions, one immediately can see that the family {^¡|"}¡ is indeed a net. The kernel yV of a geometric scheme {^¡|«}¡ is the set obtained in the following way:^= niMi»-«=1 i|n the symbolic space is ZN we call the family {Ai|"}¡ a Cantor scheme and say that JV is a net fractal of Cantor type, while when Z = Zj^ we call {A¡i"}í a Following Falconer [6] we will say that Jf is a net fractal. In particular when 111, \& we can t^i|« Markov scheme and say that yf" is a net fractal of Markov type or a recurrent net fractal. From the definition we immediately recognize that JV is a compact perfect set. When yf is of Markov type we need the irreducibility property of the matrix M to guarantee these topological properties. The set yf is not necessarily a totally disconnected set, but if the condition (i) of (1) is verified by the whole sets A\\n then the kernel JV is always totally disconnected.
For the dimension estimates of the kernel of a scheme we need to know which metric relations are satisfied by the sets of the scheme.
We suppose that the geometric scheme {^¡|n}¡ satisfies the following metric relations. (2) hj\Ailn\<\Ailn<J\<kj\Ai[n\ V/=l,...,/v, for all i in Z and for all n, with 0 < h} < kj < 1, where by | • | we have denoted the diameter. Further we need a condition which ensures that the family {A¡|"}¡ provides an efficient covering of the set jV . To this end we suppose that there exists a X > 0 such that The Hausdorff measure 3?a is a regular outer measure. Standard references on Hausdorff measures and dimensions are the books of Falconer [6] and Rogers [14] .
The positive real number a such that a = inf{/?|^^(A) = 0} is said to be the Hausdorff dimension of the set A and is denoted by dim//(A). It can be shown that a -sup{ß\^^iA) = +00}. According to Falconer [6] we say that A is an a-set if in the critical value a the a-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A is positive and finite. Observe that if A is an a-set then dim//(A) = a, but the converse is not generally true. 
If the lower and upper box-counting dimensions of A coincide we say that their common value is the box-dimension of the set A and we will denote it by dim/?(A).
UlTRAMETRIC NET FRACTALS
Given a geometric scheme {A¡|"}iey; we endow its kernel JV with a new metric in a rather natural way.
Putting di, ,...,," := |A,, ,...,,"! we get the following scheme of values: {d¡\n}¡ez-This enables us to define a metric D on jV .
Let x, y be two points of JV. We say that the index ¡|« is the separation index of x and y, whenever x, y £ A^n and there exist different j and k such that x £ A¡\"j and y £ A¡|" k .
We put Dix, y) := d\\n where i|« is the separation level of x and y and Dix, y) = 0 whenever x -y . We have:
is a complete metric space topologically equivalent to the space iJV, d). In particular, D is an ultrametric. Proof. Suppose that Dix, y) = 0 ; then necessarily, there exists an index i 6 Z such that x, y £ f|^li ¿i\n • But f^li Ai\n is a singleton, thus x = y. The definition of D is symmetric in x and y ; then 7)(x, y) = 7)(y, x).
Let us now check the ultrametric property for D. Let x, y, and z be distinct points of JV, and let i|« be the separation index of x and y , while \\m is that one for y and z . We can suppose without restriction that n < m . Thus ¿h.-iU £ A,...,," since y G A¡|" n A¡\" , then 7)(y, z) = rf,■,,...,,-,,;".,,m while 7)(x, y) = </;,,".,<" . So the inequality />(*, z) < max{i7" ,...,,", rf,:,,...,,",,".;"} = max{7)(x, y), ö(y, z)} holds. Thus (yT, D) is an ultrametric space.
To check the topological equivalence we can limit ourselves to show that the metrics d and D have the same convergent sequences.
In fact, let ia")" be a sequence convergent to a with respect to the metric D. Having for any x and y, dix, y) < Dix, y) from ú?(a" , a) < £>(a" , a) we immediately get the convergence of (a")" to a with respect to the metric d.
Conversely, suppose the ia")" converges to a with respect the metric d. Then there exists an index i e Z such that {a} = f|^li A\\" . For any e > 0 we can always find an / such that V« > /, |A||"| < e holds. Hence, Dia, a") < Mi|n| < 6 > Vn > /. From this, the convergence of the sequence ia")" to a with respect to the metric D, follows.
The above proof remains valid even if we replace the family of values {^¡l«}i€i with any other family {¿>j|"},ex that shares the following property: for any i e Z, (6¡|")" is a decreasing sequence converging to 0. A scheme that satisfies this property is called values scheme and the metric associated to it is called net metric.
The net metric D is a suitable choice because it contains the information about the scaling rates of the geometric scheme {A¡|"}¡ with respect to the original metric d.
Although the dimension estimates with respect to an ultrametric are simpler than the estimates with respect to the original metric, we can make no use of this fact because the topological equivalence is not sufficient to guarantee the invariance of the dimension. In order to obtain the dimension invariance we must require that the two metrics involved be metrically equivalent.
However, we can estimate the dimensions with respect to the net metric D leaving for later the task to prove that with respect to the two metrics the dimensions coincide.
We will introduce on yf* other two metrics Dl and Du carrying the information about the approximation from below and from above of the scaling rates of the geometrical scheme {A¡|"}¡6Zjv . Namely, we set DLix,y):=hu.hin and Duixny) := k(l.kin, where hj and k¡ are the lower and upper scaling rates of the scheme {A¡|"}¡, verifying (2), and i\, ... , in = \\n is the separation index associated with x and y.
Observe that Proposition 1.1 remains true if we replace the metric D with Dl and Du . Moreover, by condition (2), the net metrics satisfy the relations (4) DLix, y) < Dix, y) < Duix, y) Vx,y£yf; while dix, y) < Dix, y) being of the original metric.
Thus the Hausdorff dimensions with respect the three metrics above satisfy respectively the same inequalities (4).
We can use this fact for approximating the Hausdorff dimension of yf with respect to the net metric D whenever the exact scaling rates of the scheme {Aj|"} are unknown.
We now consider the case in which the scheme {Ailliez lS °f Markov type, that is, Z = Zj^ . We are going to estimate the Hausdorff dimension of the associated recurrent net fractal yT. To this end we need some well-known results from the Perron-Frobenius theory about nonnegative matrices.
Recall that a matrix is said to be nonnegative if all its entries are nonnegative real numbers. 
4)
The theorem, that we are going to state establishes with respect to the metric D the estimates from below and from above of the Hausdorff dimension of the recurrent net fractal jV , which is the kernel of the Markov scheme {A¡\"}í€Zn .
We denote by Dim//(yf ) the Hausdorff dimension of the kernel JV estimated with respect to the net metric D. In the same manner it can be proved that We obtain in this way the upper bound for the Hausdorff dimension Dim//(yf ) < ß. For the estimate from below we first have to check that for any open cover of JV, say {U} , we can find a cover of JV made by sets of the scheme {A¡|"}ieI¡v whose associated a-evaluation is not greater than the a-evaluation associated with the cover {£/}. This last property is a consequence of the fact that the complement of 0 in the range of the net metric D is a set of isolated points. Thus, for any U £ {U} we can find a curtailed index i|« such that U ç Aj|" and DiU) = 7)(A¡|"). With this choice the corresponding evaluations satisfy the relations 5>J.(4i")Q < 5>(4|n)a < ££>(t/)Q.
As in the preceding step an inductive use of the property (7) enables us to conclude with a < Dim//(yf ). Moreover, he proved [10, Theorem 11] , that any finite-dimensional compact metric space A is a /¿-space; that is, there exists a triple of real numbers (Af, ô, a) with a < j such that for all r < ô at most M disjoint open spheres of radius ar can meet any given open sphere of radius r. Theorem 2.2 enables us to say that he kernel yT of a geometric scheme {A¡\"} satisfying the metric relations (2) is finite-dimensional. In fact, the kernel ¿V of a geometric scheme is a compact metric space and since the original metric d and the net metric D satisfy the relation dix, y) < Dix, y) V x, y £ JV, we get dim//(yf ) < Dim//(yT) < ß.
Thus for any e > 0 we have ^^+£(yf ) = 0 and then, being yf compact, it is a /¿-space.
The following theorem enables us to extend the validity of the estimates given in Theorem 2.2 and shows that for recurrent net fractals the box-counting dimension coincides with the Hausdorff dimension. Theorem 3.1. Let ¿V be a recurrent net fractal, kernel of the geometric scheme {Aj|"}i€l« satisfying the metric relations (2). Then we have a < dim//(yT) = dimB(yF) < ß, provided that a and ß are solutions of XiMHa) = 1, XiMKß) = 1,
where Ha and K& are the diagonal matrices (5).
Proof. First, we show that the Hausdorff dimension of the kernel yf" satisfies the claimed estimates. Since the original metric d is bounded from above by the upper net metric Du , which is equivalent to the net metric D'v , from Theorem 2.2 we immediately get dim//(yT) < Dim//(yf ) < ß.
For the estimates from below, we proceed as follows. As remarked above (yf, d) is a compact finite-dimensional metric space, thus a /?-space. Let (A7, ô, a) be the triple of real numbers associated to it. Define h := min{/zi,... , hff}, since a < \ , we can find a positive integer k such that ak < Xh , where X satisfies relation (3) .
Let e > 0 be such that e < ô, and let {[/} be a open cover of the kernel yT such that \U\ < s . For any open set U of the covering {U} , we can argue in the following way.
Let p be the diameter of U ; then for any i £ Zj^ we can find «(/) £ N such that hp< A,....,/"," </>• Thus AA/? < Aí7" ,...,,",,, < inradius(A;, ,...,,"<").
Then A,,.,-must contain a ball of radius AA/j. Now, U is contained in a ball of radius p and every A,.j fl contains at least a ball of radius AA/? with a/»* < AA/>.
Since J¥ is a /¿-space we have that at most Mk balls of radius a*/? can meet any ball of radius p. To see this, it suffices to note that for k = 1 it is true, and proceeding recursively on k we can reach the claim.
Thus since at most Mk balls of radius Xhp can meet a ball of radius p, we deduce that at most Mk of the sets {Ah , ... , ¡ } can meet U.
Denoting by M-adm(<7) the set of indexes whose corresponding level-sets {A,,, ... , /"(,)} intersect U, we get
Thus taking the infimum, we get Ji*(jr\<Mk >%?{<#)•< where we have denoted by ^ the s-auxiliary Hausdorff measures with respect the net metric D. Recalling that ß^/LyV) < Jt^ijV) holds, we conclude that the Hausdorff dimension of the net fractal jV , estimated with respect to the original metric d, is the same as the Hausdorff dimension estimated with respect to the net metric D ; thus Theorem 2.2 enables us to reach the claim. Now we show the equality of the two dimensions. For any e > 0 and for any i £ Zj^ we can choose a «(/') as above such that he < \A¡X ,...,/"".,| < e, and since \Ah ,..., ,"(/) | < kit.kin{¡)
• const, we get E|A/, t r,\s < V kf.kf • const. then we obtain #(Z) < const h-*e-'. Let 7V(e) be the least number of sets of diameter at most e that cover jV . We have eJ/V(e) < eJ#(Z) < es const h~se~s = const h~s < +00.
So, necessarily, dim¿(yT) < s = dim//(yT) holds. Recalling that dim//(yT) < dimfi(yf ) < dim^yf ), we can conclude with dim//(yT) -dim5(yT). Often, it happens that a geometric scheme verifies the metric relations (2) in which all the scaling rates are equal. Denoting by k the common value of the scaling rates, we have The self-similar sets introduced by Hutchinson in [9] and their generalizations, the recurrent sets considered in [5] by Bedford, can be considered the best known fractals.
In this section we will show that self-similar sets and recurrent sets are kernels of geometric schemes respectively of Cantor type and of Markov type. Moreover the estimates of the Hausdorff and box dimensions of these sets are performed by means of Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries, showing in this way that what is actually essential in the dimension estimates is the fact that the sets are net fractals.
In a complete metric space (fi, d) consider a finite set of contracting similarity maps 7) : fi -► fi with ratios kj < 1.
The set {Ti, ... , Tn} is called Iterated Function System and the following well-known theorem due to Hutchinson states the existence and uniqueness of the self-similar set A" associated to {T\, ... , Tn} . ;=i
Further in [9] it is proved that K is the attractor of the discrete dynamical A scheme of sets can be associated to the system {T\, ... , Tjf) in the following way:
Kf.= Tt(K), Ki\" := 7j|"(.rv).
Using methods like those in [9] , one can check easily that K = (X?=i U¡|n K¡\n . Moreover, we have lim 17^1 = lim m"iK)\ = lim kh.k," -\K\ = 0.
n->oo n->oo n->oo Since K = (J^l, T)(Ä"), as in [9] , it can be shown recursively that K¡\" -ifj=\iK\\n,j) and thus (^i|n,;) £ AT¡|" . Then property (ii) and (iii) of (1) hold.
Without further assumptions on {T\, ... , TV} , in general, property (i) of ( 1 ) Moreover we can suppose O to be bounded, as it happens in most of the applications of the theory.
With this further assumption on the system {Tí, ... , 7]y} we can build up a new geometric scheme {Aj|"}¡ having K as its kernel. Thus the self-similar set K is a net fractal of Cantor type and, for any irreducible transition matrix M we can build up geometric schemes of Markov type having as kernels recurrent net fractals.
For the dimension estimates of K we now can apply Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries to obtain well-known results included in Hutchinson [9] and Bedford [5] ; see also Falconer [8] .
